In type I seesaw models with flavor symmetries accounting for the lepton mixing angles the CP asymmetry in right-handed neutrino decays vanishes in the limit in which the mixing pattern is exact. We study the implications that additional degrees of freedom from type II seesaw may have for leptogenesis in such a limit. We classify in a model independent way the possible realizations of type I and II seesaw schemes, differentiating between classes in which leptogenesis is viable or not. We point out that even with the interplay of type I and II seesaws there are generic classes of minimal models in which the CP asymmetry vanishes. Finally we analyze the generation of the lepton asymmetry by solving the corresponding kinetic equations in the general case of a mild hierarchy between the light right-handed neutrino and the scalar triplet masses. We identify the possible scenarios in which leptogenesis can take place.
Introduction
Leptogenesis is a scenario in which the baryon asymmetry of the Universe is generated first in the lepton sector and partially reprocessed into a baryon asymmetry via standard model electroweak sphaleron processes. Models for Majorana neutrino masses usually involve new interactions that satisfy the necessary conditions for leptogenesis namely lepton number violation, CP violation in the lepton sector and departure from thermodynamic equilibrium (provided by the expansion of the Universe). Type-I seesaw [1] is certainly the most well studied framework for leptogenesis, however further analysis in other Majorana neutrino mass models such as type II [2] and type III [3] seesaws has also been carried out (see ref. [4] for more details).
Even in the light of the most recent neutrino data [5, 6] there is still a strong motivation to believe the mixings in the lepton sector are governed by an underlying flavor symmetry (for a review see e.g. [7] and references therein). Indeed it is in part due to this observation that leptogenesis in Majorana neutrino mass models has been recently considered. In particular, there is an extensive literature in the case of type I seesaw [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] in which it has been shown that as long as the flavor symmetry enforces a concrete flavor mixing scheme (e.g. tribimaximal (TB) mixing) the CP violating asymmetry N vanishes in the limit in which such a pattern is exact 1 . Viable leptogenesis requires either departures from the exact mixing scheme, or the presence of extra degrees of freedom beyond those present in the standard type I seesaw (three electroweak singlet right-handed (RH) neutrinos). Departures could arise for example via next-to-leading order corrections (O(v 2 F /Λ 2 ) corrections) where v F is the characteristic scale at which the flavor symmetry is broken and Λ is a cutoff scale, or as recently proposed in [16] through renormalisation group corrections.
In ref. [11] it has been pointed out that interplay between type I and type II seesaws may allow leptogenesis at leading order (O(v F /Λ)). It is the purpose of this paper to study under which conditions such scenarios are actually obtained from the inclusion of extra degrees of freedom arising from type II seesaw (involving one or more electroweak triplet scalars).
The interplay between type I and II seesaws for neutrino masses is an almost unavoidable feature of left-right symmetric models. It has been thoroughly considered in ref. [17] without assuming any underlying flavor symmetry. As a framework for leptogenesis it has been analysed in references [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] , showing that the differences with the standard leptogenesis scenario can be striking. This interplay has also been considered in flavor models (see e.g. [23] ). We extend upon these analyses by exploring the feasibility of leptogenesis in "hybrid" type I + type II flavor models aiming to differentiate between those that might allow leptogenesis to proceed and those in which even with the presence of the new degrees of freedom the viability of leptogenesis relies on the departures from the exact mixing scheme (as is the case when only type I seesaw is present).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we set up our notation and work out the implications a flavor symmetry has in mixed I+II schemes by classifying the different possible realizations. In section 3 we elaborate on the implications for leptogenesis in the different realizations found in section 2 whereas in section 3.2 we work out the calculation of the lepton asymmetry in scenarios in which the hierarchy between the lightest RH neutrino and the electroweak triplet is mild. We present our conclusions and final remarks in section 4. In appendix A we summarize the formulas used in the calculation of the lepton asymmetry.
Exact mixing schemes
The presence of electroweak singlet RH neutrinos and a scalar SU (2) triplet is described by the following Lagrangian
separating the type I and type II seesaw Lagrangians that, in the basis in which the RH neutrinos Majorana mass matrix is diagonal, can be written as
Where we left the standard H Higgs doublet potential implicit. Here L = (ν L , l l )
T and H = (h + , h 0 ) T are the lepton and Higgs SU (2) doublets ( H = iτ 2 H * ), N R i are the RH neutrinos, C is the charge conjugation operator, λ λ λ and Y Y Y are matrices in flavor space and ∆ ∆ ∆, the SU (2) scalar electroweak triplet 2 has hypercharge +1 (to the lepton doublets -1/2) and is given by
These cases can be further distinguished by the number of parameters defining the full light neutrino mass matrix. Depending on the presence of I we may have up to two extra parameters. Case i is determined by up to 8 parameters, both options in ii either have 3 or 4 and the options in iii by 2 to 5. In that sense models of type iii can be regarded as the minimal realizations of I+II mixed schemes with an underlying flavor symmetry accounting for the exact mixing scheme. From now on we will refer to them as "minimal models". We adopt the notation (a/b) denoting how many eigenstates are present in each seesaw type as follows: in the most minimal of cases we have (1/1) as the extreme of either (2/1) for those of type (15) and (1/2) referring to the ones in (16) . General models instead are labeled as (3/3) while the intermediate models in ii would be either (I/3) or (3/I), or (I/2) or (2/I) in their respective extreme (whereas (I/1) and (1/I) are not considered as they only determine one eigenvector).
General models
From eqs. (5), (6) and (12) we can determine the structure of the Dirac matrix as well as the structure of the Yukawa matrix Y Y Y involved in type II seesaw: 
Intermediate models
In this class of models, the exact mixing structure of the full effective light neutrino mass matrix arises from either the type I sector ((3/I) and (2/I) models) or the type II sector ((I/3) and (I/2) models). The sector proportional to the identity matrix just adds a parameter shifting the eigenvalues. Accordingly, the structures of the Dirac mass matrix and Y Y Y are given by:
with obvious generalisation if only 2 eigenvectors are explicitly present.
Minimal (2/1) models
Comparing eq. (6) with eq. (15) (left-hand side) it becomes clear that minimal (2/1) models correspond in the type I sector to minimal type I seesaw models (with only two RH neutrinos). Moreover from these equations it can be seen the Dirac mass matrix is given by
The type II sector Yukawa matrix Y Y Y can be determined from the corresponding mass matrix in (5) and eq. (15) (right-hand side):
We note that particular realizations of the (2/1) models are not strictly minimal if we do not require both seesaws to be present. What we could denote as (2/0) models by eliminating type II seesaw a massless eigenstate v k is possible (minimal type I with only two neutrinos). This is not viable for k = 2 due to the observed squared mass splittings, but k = 1 is consistent with a normal hierarchy and k = 3 with an inverted hierarchy. In such a situation type I seesaw determines 2 eigenstates explicitly with the one corresponding to the vanishing eigenvalue having to be orthogonal 4 . Finally a particular case (of this and the (1/2) case) was already denoted as (1/1) and once again the solar eigenstate must explicitly arise from one or other type of seesaw due to the observed squared mass splittings.
Minimal (1/2) models
From eq. (6) and (16) 
In the type II sector the Yukawa matrix Y Y Y is determined by
In contrast to the (2/1) models in this case the light neutrino spectrum arises from a non-vanishing eigenvalue from I and two non-vanishing eigenvalues from the type II contribution. Analogously, dropping type I seesaw could result in viable models with a massless eigenstate. When considering this or other cases with more than one eigenvector represented in type II it is relevant to consider if multiple ∆ a have specific Y Y Y a structures associated with them that differ from the ones that can be constructed directly from the eigenvectors. It is possible and even natural to have the underlying symmetry specify the structures differently despite resulting in the exact mixing -in our parametrisation this is equivalent to having specific relations between the m II ν i (see eq.(11)). It may happen then that there is a single ∆ and more than one non-zero (but related) m
Leptogenesis in mixed schemes
Leptogenesis in mixed type I and type II general models has been analysed in ref. [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . In what follows we will present the standard formulas for the CP violating asymmetry that we then particularize to the classes discussed in the previous section. We also analyse the generation of the lepton asymmetry in the case in which both the dynamics of the lightest RH neutrino as well as the dynamics of the scalar triplet have to be taken into account. Our discussion will be done in the unflavored regime but can be readily extended to the flavored case.
The CP violating asymmetries
In models with RH neutrinos and scalar SU (2) triplets the lepton asymmetry can arise via the CP violating and out-of-equilibrium decays of the RH neutrinos, the triplets or both. The CP violating asymmetry in RH neutrino decays arises from the interference of the tree-level process N i → H † and standard one-loop corrections of the wave-function and vertex type. Due to the trilinear scalar coupling in (3) there is in addition a new one-loop vertex correction with the electroweak triplet scalar flowing in the loop. The calculation of these interferences yields 5 [18, 20] 
The functions f (z k ) and g(ω k ), with
, are loop functions given by
These functions have different limits depending on the RH neutrino mass spectrum and on the hierarchy between the RH neutrinos and SU (2) triplet scalar mass. In the case of a hierarchical RH neutrino spectrum the function f (z k ) can be accurately approximated as
whereas the function g(ω k ) according to
The CP violating asymmetry in ∆ ∆ ∆ decays involves only the interference between the tree-level process ∆ ∆ ∆ → and a vertex one-loop diagram induced again by the trilinear scalar coupling. The result reads [18] 
where the loop function in this case is given by
5 Eq. (26) follows from [20] which differs from [18] by a factor of 3/2.
In the limits ω k 1 and ω k 1 this function can be respectively written as
With the results in (25) , (26) and (31) at hand we are now in the position to study the viability of leptogenesis in the models discussed in sec. 2. We start by noting that N k is simply the CP violating asymmetry governing standard (type I) leptogenesis, so the results from refs. [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] apply i.e. N k = 0. This means that if leptogenesis is to be possible its feasibility must rely on either a non-vanishing ∆ N k or ∆ . Therefore, the relevant expression for analysis is the matrix
Since in general G F does not constrain µ to be real this implies viable leptogenesis is possible even if M M M is real.
In the case of general (3/3) models, given the structures for (17) and (18), the relevant quantity M M M reads
thus yielding a non-vanishing CP asymmetry and in principle viable leptogenesis. These models represent a class of generic models in which the presence of a flavor symmetry allows for leptogenesis even at leading order in v F /Λ despite formdiagonalizable structures. This is to be compared with the standard leptogenesis scenario in which a non-vanishing CP asymmetry is possible only by the inclusion of next-to-leading order corrections. In general cases it is not possible to do predictions on the asymmetry because we have up to 8 complex parameters to fit 3 physical mass quantities and 2 Majorana phases. Therefore it is interesting to consider predictive scenarios defined in the following way: a) the masses m ν j are described by a total of at most 3 complex parameters (at least 2 to fit the mass splitting). Let us call these parameters as a 
According to the previous statements it is clear that these conditions for predictivity apply to either the intermediate or minimal classes from sec. 2, for which we can study connections between high and low energy CP violation parameters. Before moving on from the general case we explore further the predictive conditions as defined in a), b) and c). Consider that for both seesaw types the functions defined at point c) have the form m
with a X 0 a term that is present for cases with I and vanishes otherwise. The ∆ asymmetry then depends on a combination of the parameters from eq. (36) Im (a
The
dependences are very similar but without the sums over i. Technically it would be possible for ∆ to vanish and
to be non-zero, but this requires a specific relationship between the a fig. 1 (green squares and blue crosses for normal and inverted hierarchy respectively).
We consider now intermediate models of type (3/I) or (I/3). The explicit form of M M M can be calculated from (19) and (20), the result reads
As we can see, just like in the general (3/3) models the CP asymmetries do not vanish and qualitatively all the conclusions derived in that case hold in (3/I) and (I/3) models as well -this is consistent with [27] where a type II seesaw contribution proportional to the identity was considered. The question of whether leptogenesis is feasible becomes a quantitative question. The predictive cases include (2/I) and (I/2), and considering the particular form of eq. (37) ∆ becomes a function of
with X = I, Y = II or vice versa and i runs over two indices. The
depend on just one of the terms in the sum above. Under each explicit case we can determine 
where ∆m 2 , ∆m @I and ∆m @N are the solar, atmospheric for inverted and atmospheric for normal hierarchy squared mass differences, α I i are the phases of the respective a I i and we absorbed the phase of a II 0 to make it real without loss of generality. For illustration we present the results for the asymmetries of (2/I) in fig. 1 (red squares and orange crosses for normal and inverted hierarchy respectively).
Similarly non-vanishing asymmetries can be generated in the 3 parameter classes (1+I/1) and (1/1+I), due to the presence of I and therefore of a non-vanishing a X 0 . We turn finally to the special case of the minimal models (2/1) and (1/2) scenarios. For these the matrix M M M must vanish as a consequence of the orthogonality of the
and the absence of repeated eigenvectors. This conclusion can be seen from eqs. (21), (22) and (23), (24) respectively: in either case we get two contributions: combining the single eigenvector of one seesaw type with the other two of the other seesaw type. The two contributions to M M M necessarily share the matricial form constructed of orthogonal
and individually vanish. This can also be seen explicitly This result may appear to be incompatible with the leptogenesis discussion in [28] (where M M M does not vanish despite having exact TB mixing). There is in fact no contradiction -the parametrisations used are both valid: here we consider one quite useful for studying hybrid leptogenesis, relying on the outer products
[28] relies on structures that simultaneously give insight into particular phenomenological consequences and have direct links to particular symmetries. If one takes a situation where the Y Y Y a are proportional to the structures of [28] and re-express them into our eigenvector parametrisation, we readily conclude that such cases can lead to repeated eigenvectors, falling outside our minimal classes and therefore are able to produce non-vanishing asymmetries consistently with our analysis.
We conclude then that in these minimal classes as defined, even the interplay between type I and type II seesaw does not enable leptogenesis in the exact mixing limit. Leptogenesis becomes possible only when deviations from that limit are introduced (for example via the introduction of higher dimensional effective operators).
In fig. 1 we compare a predictive case governed by 3 parameters in red squares and orange crosses (in this case a (2/I)) against a general (3+I/3+I) case governed by 8 parameters in green squares and blue crosses. In fig. 2 we take the same (2/I) predictive case, present the values for the relevant
and compare the relative by taking their ratio
Generation of the L L L asymmetry
In a mixed scheme as the one we are discussing here, and assuming a hierarchical RH neutrino mass spectrum, leptogenesis can proceed in different ways according to the hierarchy between the mass of the lightest RH neutrino, M N 1 and M ∆ . If M N 1 M ∆ the effects of ∆ ∆ ∆ are decoupled and the lepton asymmetry is generated via N 1 dynamics. Apart from the new contribution to the total CP asymmetry, eq. (26), there is no difference between this case and the standard leptogenesis scenario. Conversely, if M N 1 M ∆ the lepton asymmetry is entirely produced by the dynamics of ∆ ∆ ∆. The triplet having non-trivial standard model quantum numbers couples to electroweak gauge bosons, so the determination of the lepton asymmetry, even at leading order in the couplings Y Y Y , involves gauge boson induced triplet annihilations [19, 21] . One can also envisage a scenario where ∆ ∆ ∆ and N 1 being quasi-degenerate both generate the lepton asymmetry and this is the scenario we want to discuss in what follows.
In a hot plasma with N lepton number and CP violating states S 1 , . . . , S N the evolution of the lepton asymmetry L = i=e,µ,τ (2 i + e i ) (e i being the RH charged leptons) can be written, for a general mass spectrum, according to
where, following ref. [29] , we are using the notation s(z)H(z)z d Y X (z)/dz ≡Ẏ X (z).
Here z = M 1 /T (M 1 being the mass of the lightest state), Y ∆ X = n X −nX/s with n X (nX) the number density of particles (antiparticles), s the entropy density and H(z) the expansion rate of the Universe (the definitions of these functions can be found in the appendix).Ẏ
is the asymmetry generated by all the N states. Note that in (43) we have written the dimensionless inverse temperature of the remaining states as
In the case under consideration N = 2 and the states correspond to the lightest SU (2) singlet neutrino and scalar triplet, thereforė
At leading order in the couplings λ λ λ and Y Y Y i.e. O(λ 2 , Y 2 ) the two pieces are given bẏ
.
(45) 6 We do not include the change in the lepton densities due to sphaleron processes.
The first terms in the right-hand side (1 ↔ 2) represent the contribution from the Yukawa induced decay and inverse decay processes, N 1 ↔ H † and ∆ ∆ ∆ ↔¯ ¯ ; the second terms (2 ↔ 2) the off-shell Yukawa generated scattering reactions H † ↔ H † and H † H † ↔ , that even at leading order must be included so to obtain kinetic equations with the correct thermodynamical behaviour.
In addition to the evolution of the Y ∆ L asymmetry the full network of Boltzmann equations should include the equations accounting for the evolution of the RH neutrino and triplet number densities and the triplet and Higgs asymmetries 7 . A comment is in order: the Higgs asymmetry in most of the studies of standard leptogenesis is either neglected or treated as a spectator process [30] , in the case in question -or in the pure triplet case-this in principle might be done if Γ(∆ ∆ ∆ → H H) H(z)| z=1 can be guaranteed. This simplification, though possible, is not necessary as one out of the five equations governing the L generation process can be removed by the condition imposed by hypercharge neutrality [21] :
With the above considerations the relevant system of kinetic equations can be written asẎ
where the following conventions have been adopted:
and γ D N 1 , γ D ∆ and γ A are the reaction densities for: RH neutrino and triplet decays and triplet annihilations (expressions for these quantities are given in the appendix). The factors K ,H resemble the flavor projectors defined in standard flavored leptogenesis [31, 32] as they project triplet decays into either the Higgs or the lepton doublet directions. They are defined as follows
7 These asymmetries are a consequence of these fields not being self-conjugate.
where the parametersm ∆ andm 2 ∆ are given bỹ
. In these definitions we have replaced the trilinear coupling µ by the contribution of the type-II sector to the effective light neutrino mass matrix, encoded inm 2 ∆ . In principle this is just a matter of choice, but it proves to be quite convenient given that in contrast to µ the parameterm ∆ is (partially) constrained by experimental neutrino data.
As we have already stressed the scenario we consider here is defined by a hierarchical RH neutrino mass spectrum and a mild hierarchy between M N 1 and M ∆ , that we choose to be in the range 10
Consequently, as explained at the beginning of this section z = M ∆ /T and z N = r z with r = M N 1 /M ∆ . In that way, once the CP asymmetries in both sectors (I and II) are specified, the problem of studying the evolution of the L asymmetry is completely determined by five parameters: the contribution of the lightest RH neutrino to light neutrino masses 
with the functions P (z) = P I (z) + P II (z) and Q(z) given by
Note that in P II (z) we have included a factor of 3 coming from the triplet SU (2) physical degress of freedom. By factorizing either tot N 1 or ∆ from the functions P I,II (z) and normalizing to Y
asymmetry in (50) can be written in terms of efficiency functions that depend on the dynamics of the scalar triplet and the fermionic singlet, namely
The functions η I,II (z) are defined in such a way that in the limit in which the triplet (RH neutrino) interactions are absent η I (η II ) corresponds to the efficiency function of standard leptogenesis (pure triplet leptogenesis). As usual the final L asymmetry is obtained from these functions in the limit z → ∞.
In models with an interplay of type I and II seesaws exhibiting a mild hierarchy between the ∆ and N 1 masses several scenarios for the generation of the lepton asymmetry can be considered:
I. Purely triplet scalar leptogenesis models:
The relevant parameters follow the hierarchym N 1 m ∆ ,m ∆ . The L asymmetry is generated through the processes ∆ ∆ ∆ →¯ ¯ or ∆ ∆ ∆ → HH and the details strongly depend on whetherm ∆ m ∆ ,m ∆ m ∆ orm ∆ ∼m ∆ . Interestingly, whenm ∆ m ∆ the Higgs asymmetry -being weakly washed out-turns out to be large and implies a large lepton asymmetry.
In order to illustrate how leptogenesis proceeds in these models we have solved the network of Boltzmann equations in (47) and N 1 = 10 −5 and assuming initial vanishing asymmetries. The results are displayed in fig. 3 . With this parameter choice the generation of the L is entirely determined by the triplet reactions. As can be seen in fig. 3 (leftpanel) the RH neutrino reaction density is tiny implying in the equation for the evolution of the L asymmetry in (47) the RH related quantities can be neglected. For the triplet-Higgs reaction density γ H D ∆ , though also small, this is not the case: the relevant reaction density in the pure type II sector is
γ D ∆ the Higgs asymmetry does not suffers from a strong washout (K H ∼ 10 −3 ) and becomes large. Due to the hypercharge neutrality condition, eq. (46), a large lepton and triplet asymmetry develops. Once the triplet number density starts being diluted, due to decays controlled by γ D ∆ , the asymmetry stored in triplets is transferred to the lepton asymmetry. This can be observed in fig. 3 (right-panel) where at z ∼ 5 the triplet asymmetry drops and the Y ∆ L increases accordingly. The situation described here is quite similar to what happens in standard flavored leptogenesis [31, 32, 33] where, depending on the lepton flavor projectors, a large asymmetry in a particular flavor can be stored yielding in turn a large net lepton asymmetry. fig. 4 (left-panel) ) the triplet asymmetry is tiny. The hypercharge neutrality condition thus implies almost exact L and Higgs asymmetries, the deviations determined by the small amount of Y ∆ ∆ produced. Compared with the models discussed in the previous item in this case Y Σ departs from thermal equilibrium at higher temperatures (smaller values of z), the decoupling temperature entirely determined by gauge reaction decoupling (γ A (z)/(n Eq ∆ (z)H(z)) < 1)
9 . For the example in figure 4 it can be seen this happens at z ∼ 5, the small bump in Y Σ (z) is actually due to this effect. 
III. Mixed leptogenesis models:
In these models the parameters controlling gauge reactions strengths are all of the same order i.e.m N 1 ∼m ∆ ∼m ∆ , so drawing general conclusions from the analysis of particular benchmark points is far more involved and the general picture may only be obtained by scans of the relevant parameters. However, with the purpose of highlighting some of the aspects of these schemes we have solved the set of eqs. in (47) assuming
eV, 4 × 10 −2 eV, 6 × 10 −2 eV, 10 10 GeV,2) with
and ∆ fixed as in the previous two analyses. The results are shown in fig. 5 , we have not included in this case neither the Σ nor the N 1 abundances as the former behaves as in purely triplet leptogenesis models while the later as in singlet dominated ones. It can be seen that due to the parameter choice γ ,H D ∆ overcome the corresponding gauge reactions at z ∼ 3 maintaining the Y Σ abundance close to the equilibrium distribution. The total L asymmetry is two orders of magnitude smaller than in the purely triplet and singlet dominated leptogenesis models we have considered, in part because the washouts in both the Higgs and lepton directions are large (K = 0.64, K H = 0.36) but it remains to be seen whether this is a general feature of these type of models. 
Conclusions
We have studied leptogenesis in models featuring the interplay between type I and type II seesaw in the presence of flavor symmetries. By assuming an exact mixing scheme we classified in a model independent way the possible realizations of such hybrid scenarios. The possible models can be grouped according to whether in the limit of exact mixing the CP violating asymmetry N vanishes or not. Our results show that the presence of additional degrees of freedom may allow viable leptogenesis without requiring any departure from exact mixing, particularly for non-minimal models that can include the identity matrix (according to the definition of minimal in sec. 2). Effectively, only the repetition of eigenvectors across both seesaws can produce a contribution and if no eigenvectors are repeated the asymmetry must vanish -however the identity matrix counts as all eigenvectors so its presence on one of the seesaws automatically repeats any present in the other. In the case of minimal models the constraints imposed by exact mixing enforce a vanishing CP violating asymmetry, thus resembling the results of flavor models based just on type I seesaw.
As regards the generation of the lepton asymmetry we have shown that by going beyond the limit of RH neutrino decoupling, allowing the RH neutrino and triplet mass splitting to be small, permits a variety of scenarios for leptogenesis. We have done an analysis of these realizations for particular benchmark points in the relevant parameter space. Our results show these models exhibit different qualitative as well as quantitative features that may lead leptogenesis to be quite different from the standard picture.
Although based on the TB mixing scheme -for concreteness-our conclusions remain valid regardless of the mixing pattern, provided the flavor symmetry enforces the type I and type II light neutrino mass matrices to be form-diagonalizable. Accordingly, our findings constitute a new pathway to leptogenesis in models in which a flavor symmetry is responsible for lepton mixing.
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A Notation and conventions
In this appendix we fix the conventions that have been used in sec. 3.2 for the discussion of the different leptogenesis realizations one can define in models featuring an interplay between type I and II seesaws and a mild hierarchy between the electroweak triplet scalar and the lightest RH neutrino.
We have used Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution functions for massless (relativistic) as well as massive species:
